Spies Hecker - the Official Team Supplier of Mercedes-AMG Petronas Motorsport since 2013.

Our exclusive colour for Mercedes-AMG Petronas Motorsport.

As official team supplier to Mercedes-AMG Petronas Motorsport, Spies Hecker was commissioned to develop a special PETRONAS Green shade for their Mercedes-AMG F1 W10 EQ Power+. They wanted a colour that would stand out in all light and weather conditions and make the car uniquely recognisable.

Axalta paint designers developed a special formula for the Permahyd H-TEC 480 series. It’s a luxurious and dynamic pearl green that looks great on both track and screen. What’s more, it meets the extraordinary demands of an F1™ team – fast, light in weight and easy to apply.

Although it’s not commercially available, it demonstrates the expertise that goes into every one of our world-beating products.
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